CROWDSOURCED SECURITY WITH BACKGROUND CHECKS

Security and control are vital for highly-regulated industries, businesses that handle sensitive or personal data, and government sectors.

Since 2016, our Advanced Vetting capabilities have helped HackerOne bring crowdsourced security to some of the most risk-averse organizations around, including the U.S. Department of Defense. Whether the organization seeks to protect sensitive national security data, regulated health or financial data, or simply wish to satisfy a wary legal department, HackerOne Advanced Vetting ensures all finders undergo the most intense vetting possible.

To qualify for Advanced vetting, finders must undergo background checks, maintain a threshold Reputation score on the HackerOne platform, and be free of any code of conduct violations.

Advanced Vetting, part of HackerOne Clear, goes beyond background checks to include real-world validation of finders’ skills based on their performance in HackerOne programs.

ABOUT ADVANCED VETTING FINDERS

Advanced Vetting finders hail from over 60 different countries and are extremely effective, having identified over 43,000 valid vulnerabilities, including over 8,600 critical and high severity vulnerabilities.

The top 20 Advanced Vetting finders reported over 8,400 valid vulnerabilities for both Clear and non-Clear programs, including over 1,800 critical and high severity vulnerabilities.

KEY BENEFITS

Secure internal buy-in: Advanced Vetting helps you clear internal resistance to crowdsourced security.

Work with top finders: Advanced Vetting finders have high signal and impact scores on HackerOne, meaning they find crucial vulnerabilities with little noise.

Focus on high-impact vulnerabilities: Advanced Vetting finders uncover vulnerabilities that pose real threats to your business.

Comply with regulations and other requirements: Meet compliance and legal requirements with custom digital agreements for HIPAA BAAs, NDAs, and more.
KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES

HackerOne’s program management team will match you with trusted finders who meet our Advanced Vetting requirements.

Here’s what we check:

- Regardless of the finder’s location, we consult the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), and we conduct the maximum Criminal Background Check allowed by law. Finders from countries where it is illegal to perform Criminal Background Checks may not participate in HackerOne Clear programs.

- For U.S.-based finders, we perform the following checks:
  - Social Security Number Trace
  - Federal, State, County, and Enhanced Criminal Records Check
  - Sex Offender Records Check

To attract the most talented finders to Clear programs, HackerOne partners with customers to ensure competitive rewards, provide regular access to private Clear programs, and offer Advanced Vetting finders opportunities to attend live-hacking events.

You can execute digital, customizable HIPAA BAAs and NDAs with vetted finders directly through the HackerOne platform.

TRUSTED GLOBALLY

“The carefully selected, diverse population of HackerOne Clear researchers applied their specialized and unique skills to give us a controlled approach to the crowdsourced security testing model.”

Brian Neely, CIO and CISO, AMERICAN SYSTEMS

Embrace the World’s Most Proven, Trusted Finder Community

The best part? HackerOne empowers you to customize your program. If some of your assets don’t require Advanced Vetting, you can scale conveniently from 1,000 to 500,000 finders when you include both Clear and non-Clear finders. Either way, your applications, data, and customers will be more secure.

Contact www.hackerone.com/contact and learn more about our Advanced Vetting capabilities